INSPIRING CENTRAL BALI

Unfold Bali’s best treasures

10 HOURS

Discover Bali’s best treasures while joining this experimental journey creating everlasting memories.

The journey begins at 08.00hrs from Conrad Bali, where we will guide you to the central highland and pass through Kapal Village, known as the central of shrines productions. During our stop at Tabanan market, you will experience Balinese life and a glimpse of Gedung Mario which is a monument dedicated for the traditional dance maestro.

The journey continues by heading towards Batukaru where we will visit a butterfly park for observing the nature delicate wonders of Bali. Then, we will guide you to Pura Luhur for exploring the temple and learning about roles in Balinese life.

To observe closely the beauty of the UNESCO listed man made marvel of rice terraces, the journey will continue to Jatiluwih where lunch will be served at a private venue amidst the rice fields where you will enjoy a cocktail while overlooking the beautiful sunset at the shimmering Indian Ocean.

For more information and bookings, please contact us at 62.361.778.788 or email us at concierge@conradbali.com

Terms and Conditions

Reservations should be made at least four days in advance. Cancelations made within 72 hours before the scheduled start time will be charged the full rate. Guests accept that any personal possessions are their full responsibility, and Conrad Bali will not be held liable for any loss or damage. We highly recommend travel insurance for your protection in the unlikely event of unforeseen circumstances.